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The carbon paste (CPE) was prepared by grinding the mixture of graphite powder and silicone oil ratio
70:30 respectively. The acetone/water modified carbon paste electrode was developed by immobilizing
the different ratios of acetone/water. The best ratio was 20:80 acetone/water respectively. The peak
currents in voltammogram of dopamine was increased at acetone/water modified carbon paste
electrode when compared to bare CPE. The effect of substrate concentration, ratio of acetone/water
and scan rate were studied. The electrode process was found to be diffusion controlled. The
acetone/water modified carbon paste electrode showed selective enhancement of oxidation peak
current for DA in the presence of ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical biosensors are currently among the most popular of the various types of
biosensors. The area of electrochemical biosensors continues to grow at a rapid pace based on the
characteristics of fast, simple, low-cost detection capabilities inherent with biological binding.
Research in this field remains focused on novel sensing strategies with specific attention to the
enhancement of specificity, sensitivity, and response time.
Dopamine (DA) is one of the naturally occurring catecholamines. It is an important compound
for message transfer in the mammalian central nervous system. Changes in its concentration may lead
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to serious diseases such as Parkinson’s. Hence, much research work on the determination of DA has
been carried out [1–7]. However, a major problem for electrochemical detection of DA in real
biological matrices is the coexistence of ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA). Uric acid is an end
product from purine derivatives in human metabolism. The assay of uric acid in body fluids (e.g.
serum and urine) is a clinically valuable diagnostic indicator [8]. The presence of elevated uric acid
levels is a sign of gout, hyperuricemia, or Lesch-Nyhan syndrome [9]. Similarly, elevated uric acid
levels are related to other conditions including increased alcohol consumption, obesity, diabetes, high
cholesterol, kidney disease, and heart diseases. Many epidemiological studies have suggested that
serum uric acid is also a risk factor for cardiovascular disease [10]. In the extracellular fluid of the
central nervous system, AA and UA are present in very high concentration, while the DA level is over
3 orders of magnitude smaller (< 100 nM) [11]. Moreover, DA, UA and AA are oxidized at nearly the
same potential, which results in an overlapped voltammetric response. Many methods such as
spectroscopy, chromatography and electrochemistry [12-15] were introduced to determine DA. Since
DA is an oxidizable compound, it can be easily detectable by electrochemical methods based on
anodic oxidation. Bioelectrochemists and electroanalytical chemists have been showing great interest
in this area and various modified electrodes have been constructed for this purpose [16–26]. Because
of the simple preparation and easy refreshing of the surface, carbon paste has been used extensively as
a working electrode for a variety of electrochemical applications. It has also been shown that carbon
tends to be more compatible with biological tissues than other commonly used electrode materials
[27].
In this paper, we report the fabrication of carbon paste electrode and its surface modification
with acetone. Acetone forms hydrogen bond with water. The acetone–water binding is stronger than in
the liquid as in this case the water is also bound to other water molecules [28,29]. The modified
electrode resolved the overlapped voltammetric responses of ascorbic acid, dopamine and uric acid in
to three well defined cyclic voltammetric peaks.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART
2.1. Reagents and Chemicals
Graphite powder, acetone was obtained from sigma. Ascorbic acid and dopamine were
purchased from Aldrich and Uric acid from Fluka. DA was prepared by dissolving in 0.1M perchloric
acid (HClO4) solution. The supporting electrolyte used was phosphate buffer [pH = 7.4]. All solutions
were prepared with doubly distilled water. All chemicals were of analytical grade quality.

2.2. Apparatus and Procedure
The electrochemical experiments were carried out using a model-201 Electroanalyser (EA-201
Chemilink system). All experiments were carried out in a conventional three-electrode system. The
electrode system contained a working carbon paste electrode, home made cavity of 3mm diameter, a
platinum wire as counter electrode and saturated calomel electrode as reference electrode. Carbon
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paste electrode was prepared by grinding the 70% graphite powder and 30% silicon oil in an agate
mortar by hand mixing for about 30 minute to get homogenous mixture. The paste was packed into the
cavity of CPE and smoothened on weighing paper. Acetone modified carbon paste electrode
[ACMCPE] was prepared by immobilizing the 15µL on the surface of CPE.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Calibration of ACMCPE
The percentage of acetone in distilled water was varied from 10 to 100% to calibrate the carbon
paste electrode modification. The graph of current vs percentage of acetone was plotted (Fig. 1). The
highest sensitivity occurred at 20%:80% of acetone:water, which can be seen from the graph. Acetone
of 20% was immobilized on the surface of carbon paste electrode with time duration of 4 minute. The
acetone at this percentage and time duration showed very good electrocatalytical activity towards the
determination of DA in presence of AA and UA.
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Figure 1. Graph of current vs percentage of acetone in water.

3.2. Electrocatalytic response of DA at ACMCPE
Cyclic voltammogram of DA was recorded in the potential range from -250 to 600mV with
supporting electrolyte 0.2M phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.4 at 100mVs-1 scan rate. Fig.2a showed
a pair of redox peak for 20µΜ DA at bare CPE (dashed line) with Epa at 185mV and Epc 110mV (vs.
SCE) in 0.2M phosphate buffer as supporting electrolyte. The peak to peak separation was found to be
75mV and the ratio of redox peak current (Ipa/Ipc) was 1.3. However, for the ACMCPE a pair of redox
peaks is obtained with strong increase in both anodic and cathodic peak current (solid line). The Epa
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was located at 180mV and the corresponding cathodic peak potential was located at 115 (vs SCE). The
peak-to-peak separation was calculated as 65mV and the value of Ipa/Ipc was about 1.15. So, the
voltammogram obtained for ACMCPE was with good improvement in enhancement of oxidation and
reduction peak currents. The voltammogram showed increase in the both Ipa and Ipc of the DA with
increase in scan rate (Fig. 2b) at the modified electrode. The graph of current (Ipa) square root of scan
rate (ν 1/2) were plotted. The graph obtained was nearly straight line (Fig. 2c). In the range from 100mV
s-1- 500mV s-1 the redox peak currents were proportional to the square root of scan rate (ν 1/2) with
correlation coefficient 0.999. This indicates that, the electrode transfer reaction was diffusion
controlled.

Figure 2a. Cyclic voltammogram of 20µM DA at bare CPE (dashed line) and at ACMCPE (solid
line) in 0.2M phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.4 at 100mV/s scan rate.
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Figure 2b. Cyclic voltammogram of 20µM DA at ACMCPE for different scan rate from 100mV/s to
500mV/s.
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Figure 2c. Graph of current vs square root of scan rate.

3.3. Effect DA concentration
The concentration effect of DA was carried out by varying the concentration at ACMCPE. By
increasing the concentration of DA, the Ipa and Ipc goes on increasing with shifting Epa towards positive
and Epc with negligible shifting. 10µΜ to 100µΜ DA concentrations showed the Epa was shifted from
110mV to 125mV. The graph of Ipa vs concentration of DA was plotted, showed increase in
electrochemical peak current, (Fig. 3). The graph obtained linearly increase in peak current with
increase in the DA concentration and Ipa is proportional to concentration of DA.
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Figure 3. Graph of current vs concentration of DA in µM
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3.4. Simultaneous determination of DA, AA and UA by cyclic voltammetry
DA, UA and AA are oxidized at nearly the same potential, which results in an overlapped
voltammetric response with over potential at bare CPE. The concentration of AA and UA were
existing much higher than that of DA. However, the ACMCPE has ability to separate the oxidation
peak potential of AA, UA and DA.

Figure 4a. Cyclic voltammogram of 100µM AA and 50µM UA at ACMCPE in phosphate buffer
solution of pH 7.4 at 100mV/s scan rate.

Figure 4b. Cyclic voltammogram for the solution containing mixture of 20µΜ DA, 100µΜ AA and
50µM in 0.2M phosphate buffer system of pH 7.4 at bare CPE (dashed line) and ACMCPE (solid line).
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At bare CPE voltammograms were recorded for 100µM AA and 50µM UA in the potential
range -250 to 600mV Fig. 4a in 0.2M phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.4. The electrochemical anodic
peak potential of AA and UA were found to be 65mV and 310mV at ACMCPE.
The Fig. 4b shows the voltammogram for solution containing mixture of 20µΜ DA, 100µΜ
AA and 50µM UA in 0.2M phosphate buffer system of pH 7.4. The bare CPE showed only one broad
anodic peak without giving reduction peak (dashed line) for the sample mixture. The CPE was often
suffer with fouling effect to resolve the problem of separation. The anodic peak potential was occurred
at 205mV. The ACMCPE has able to separate the oxidation peaks of AA, UA and DA (solid line). The
electrochemical response of AA shows oxidation peak potential at 70mV at ACMCPE. The
electrochemical response for DA at ACMCPE, the oxidation peak potential was observed at 190mV
and reduction peak potential was at 115mV and the anodic peak potential for UA was occurred at
315mV. The peak to peak separation of DA-AA was 120mV and DA-UA was 125mV at ACMCPE
showed the selective determination of DA in the presence of AA and acts as sensor for the detection of
DA in low concentration.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Acetone modified carbon paste electrode (20%:80%) has been shown to be effective for
dopamine determination. The scan rate effect showed electrode process was diffusion controlled. The
oxidation peak current was in proportion to the DA concentration in the range 10µM – 100µM. The
ACMCPE showed good electrochemical ability to separate the electrochemical responses of DA, AA
and UA in the mixed solution. Hence, the ACMCPE was acting as a good sensor for the determination
of DA in presence of AA and UA. So, this ACMCPE can be further used for the determination of other
neurotransmitter.
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